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	Dancer, Rust, Dew & Flame dropped by to check on a call from Rust's Fixer.  After about 
getting their tails blown off at a stuffer shack (a Shadowrun 7-11 sort of place), they had gotten a 
little more cautious.  Still, a straightforward five day bodyguard gig sounded good.  Better, it was 
a run guarding Rust's favorite rocker, a new talent with the handle Mercurial.

	Things got off to a smooth start while the team was talking terms with Mercurial's new agent 
-- a real dirt bag who had slipped her away from one of the cleanest agents in the biz.  The old boy 
had started at a low offer and wouldn't budge when Dew's aspen leaf pendant began to pull at her ear.  
Three hostiles thought they were sneaking down the corridor.  Never did see razor guys fold so fast 
for a sleep spell.

	[Dew has detect enemies, extended range, spell locked down solid.  Over 50% of the 
Shadowrun scenarios feature sudden surpise attacks by guys with automatic weapons.  The spell is 
a must have.  Dew's priorities were Magic 4, Tech 3, so she can afford it.] [The guys were on a 
combat drug that reduces will to 1.  Will is used to resist sleep . . .]  Mindprobe brought out some 
images of an expensive mage, but midway through all three razors died from drug side effects.  Some 
nasty biz that, and good for a raise.

	Obviously we took the contract and split.  Someone had called Lone Star [the replacement 
for the cops] even though the dust had gone down as quiet as soft.  We split for a safe house we'd 
set up while Rust tagged Mercurial's manager with a bug.  Got to watch those sleazoids.

	Prooved out too.  First thing he does is spill his guts about our location to some yakusa trash 
he is counting to back up our bodyguarding.  Spikes.  While he was in the bathroom making his call, 
Wire contacted a netrunning buddy for the news on the street.  Not good.  10k nuyen, just for us.  
Dew called the squatters who she looks out for and told them to turn in our safe house -- Foley had 
queered it anyway.  Heh, 10k nuyen is the sort of thing to make friends.

	Then we moved up to Mecurial's condo, figuring the false trail to ground we laid would clam 
things up for a while.  We decided to run down the reward ourselves (using a safely cut-out phone 
-- what's a decker for, eh?), set the decker at play to cut through several bases (including our 
"employer's") and slipped out to visit the old agent by surprise.  We took Mercurial and Foley along 
for the fun, having Rust keep them in his car while Dew and Flame dropped in (well bugged) to have 
a chat.

	Midway through, Dancer called in to let us know that the "reward" guy was a friend of 
Foley's -- and coming to pay a visit at the warehouse we'd been in.  Great scorcher that, guess I owe 
Rust on the bet (twice the value of the explosives he left behind).  Stupid Yaks or what?

	Dancer came over to confirm the hack on Hernadez while Dew mind probed old Foley.  
Things were nasty enough.  What drek scum.  Simple little Yak deal to ice out the old manager and 
take a cut with the new.  Dancer dropped a line to an investigative reporter he knew and let Foley 
run for it.  Figured he could beat the Yaks out of town and it would fade the heat.

	What a surprise.  The fem wage mage that nuked up the razors was there to meet Foley.  And, I kid you not, a dragon dropped on both of them.  Looks like she beat Rust's explosives, slipped a 
trace on us here and got burned clean away.  And he didn't hold with being followed either.  Not 
good news.  Then, halfway through some simple leg work, we get bounced.  Expecting the bounce 
of course (drek, a dragon drops out of the sky and you think the run is over?!).

	Of course we have surprise, that aspen leaf comes in handy again.  Boijamoy.  Handy isn't 
the word.  Those razors were armed and heavy.  Solid too, they didn't worry about Lone Star 
breaking up the party. Flame managed to catch the snitch who fingered his contact.  Snout they used 
to call him.  Not good.  Taetzel & Aztlan.

	Wire had been sleeping all day so we did a fade while hesh traced down the Chiba clinic that 
did the fine work on Mecurial.  Flame busted up a couple of Yaks, not good news until Dew minds 
'em.  The Yak is busting up anyone who is casing out the New Horizon's neighborhood.  Same gang, 
but that witch the dragon burned was the cut-out.  They don't know us from Shig.

	Problem is that those Aztlanders do know us from Shig.  Heavy, including that dragon and 
lots of goons.  Lots of neat software and slave driven equipment too.  They're coming out after our 
real client (Mecurial) if we don't go in and scotch it.

	Too hot.  Way too hot, especially when the Dancer comes back with all the details and we 
figure a work-around.  Turns out Mecurial has all the dirt sealed away behind a wall in her head.  No 
wonder she doesn't have any memories.  Dancer found the key while prowling and made a clean 
off-load after Mecurial saw no other way out.  We dump the data and Mecurial isn't hot stuff 
anymore -- just yesterday's old news.

	Investigative Reporters can be great friends.  While Dancer held the high ground, taking over 
the computer defenses, we extracted a friendly and slid out just as the news teams came in.  Lots of 
fire and a few dropped elevators, but we were ghosts in and out.  The reporters brought some heavy 
back-up and it made a good show on the news.

	Oh, and Lone Star and the City Council shortened the Yak horizen (so I'm not a punster, 
you;?).

	Better, with the Yak scamming out of the way, Mecurial and her original agent reconciled 
-- more or less.  You'll read about the marriage in the cheap sheets.  And me, heh, I've got a perm 
Mecurial back stage pass.  Doesn't come better.

